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Abstract: Health and social care systems are implementing fundamental changes to
organizational structures and work practices in an effort to achieve integrated care. While
some integration initiatives have produced positive outcomes, many have not. We reframe
the concept of integration as a learning process fueled by knowledge exchange across
diverse professional and organizational communities. We thus focus on the cognitive and
social dynamics of learning in complex adaptive systems, and on learning behaviours and
conditions that foster collective learning and improved collaboration. We suggest that the
capacity to learn how to learn shapes the extent to which diverse professional groups
effectively exchange knowledge and self-organize for integrated care delivery.
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1. Introduction
Most contemporary health and social care delivery models incorporate the concept of integration, a
reform strategy long hailed as a means for improving efficiency, quality of care, and the patient
experience [1,2]. By bringing together multiple professionals, services, and organizations, integration
efforts aim to replace fragmented care with care that is coordinated and patient-centered [3].
Fragmented care is a consequence of increasing differentiation, specialization and professionalization
of health care systems, historical governmental provisions which have separated health care from
social services, and shifts in the population’s care needs from treatment for acute episodes of illness to
management of complex chronic diseases and multi-morbidities [4].
The development of integrated care is a multifaceted and demanding learning process for those
involved, where knowledge is an ongoing product of practice created and diffused across professional
and organizational boundaries through interaction and dialogue [5–7]. Although efforts to integrate
health and social care inherently involve knowledge exchange and creation, a learning perspective is
rarely applied in conceptual or empirical studies of integration [8–13]. Most integration efforts and
research focus instead on the redesign of organizational structures and processes [14,15]. This
emphasis may be attributable to traditional models in the literature which conceptualize integration
within a linear structure-process-outcomes framework [16–19]. More recently, attempts have been
made to address this gap by considering integration as occurring in overlapping phases: (1) initiative
and design, (2) experimental and execution, (3) expansion and monitoring, and (4) consolidation and
transformation [20,21]. In this process-centered model, the importance of trial-and-error, reflection,
and collaborative learning are explicitly highlighted, but not unpacked and explored; the model also
retains the linear framing of earlier views of integration. In general, existing models overlook the
dynamic complexity of the integration process as a self-organizing phenomenon in which collective
learning is emergent and non-linear [22].
In complex systems not everything that occurs does so by design [23] and thus the capacity to
learn—rather than the capacity to predict—must be cultivated [24]. It is our premise that collective
action as it relates to integration is dependent on collective learning in the context of institutionalized
values, structures, and social interactions whereby individuals mutually define each other’s roles as a
function of relations. Visse and her colleagues, for example, conceptualize integration as a “moral
learning process” in which people interactively assign, re-interpret and re-negotiate their identities,
relations and values [12]. We thus, take a relational approach to integration where learning and change
are attributed to interrelations and not coercive policies, intervention or reorganization.
A learning lens requires attention to the importance of integrating different types of knowledge in
the establishment and interpretation of meaning; often, in health and social care, the focus is on the
challenge of bringing together professionals with conflicting paradigms rooted in differing subject or
technical knowledge and professional experiences [12,13,25]. The boundaries between professional
groups and organizations produce strong social and cognitive barriers that facilitate learning within
boundaries, but make knowledge “sticky”, or difficult to move, across boundaries [26–28]. Due to
these barriers, professionals learn to reach their goals within the context of their existing paradigm,
ignoring claims to knowledge from others outside their paradigm [29,30]. Cognitive disorder and
ambiguity are common as individuals struggle to “make sense” of other actors and organizations, and
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of their current and future relationships [9,31–33]. Conflicts and rivalry also emerge in the integration
process, fuelled by perceived threats to professional identity and status [10,11,34,35].
A focus on the challenges of integrating technical knowledge, while important, ignores the roles of
individual and collective learning behaviours and learning conditions that can enable professionals to
become open and active learners in the face of cognitive and social barriers to knowledge exchange
and synthesis. We need to understand how learning and knowledge can be shared across settings
within the system and how new knowledge can emerge through the experience of relating with others.
In the pages that follow, we frame our work using the principles of complex adaptive systems theory
and develop a preliminary learning model to guide future research and practice aimed at understanding
and improving how professionals and organizations “learn to learn” in integrated care settings.
2. Theoretical Framework: Complex Adaptive Systems
Ongoing challenges to integrating professionals and organizations, and to achieving integrated
care [36–38], have prompted the application of complex adaptive systems (CAS) theory to the design,
implementation, and management of integrated care [39–42]. CAS are open systems with fuzzy
boundaries comprising numerous, diverse and highly interactive agents, including individuals, groups,
and organizations; the functioning of the system is a result of the patterns of interactions among these
agents [23,43,44]. The continuous adaptation of agents and their relationships often contribute to novel
and unpredictable behaviours and events which no single agent can know or predict; CAS are thus
characterized as non-linear, emergent, and self-organizing [43,45,46].
Such thinking resonates very closely with cultural-historical understandings of learning in which an
individual’s changing relationship with their environment contributes to new structures of
‘consciousness’ [47], which in turn alter the individual’s relationships with their experienced reality. In
this ‘social situation of development’, defunct relationships fade away and new ones are formed so that
the individual becomes repositioned within the practices they inhabit. There is a dialectical relationship
between the organisation and unmet needs of the individual and the demands of the practices, which
foster learning and ongoing adaptation [48].
Though rarely explicitly mentioned, learning is a common underlying theme in recent studies of
integration that apply a CAS perspective. For example, an ethnographic study in an emergency
department revealed that inter-departmental and inter-organizational processes of communication,
decision-making, and integrated care delivery were best understood using a CAS lens—with care
conceptualized as “management of the patient trajectory within porous, shifting, and negotiable
boundaries” rather than a linear continuum of care across specialties and settings [41]. Edgren and
Barnard used CAS theory to outline recommendations for leaders of integrated care initiatives; the
authors suggest that leaders should decentralize control of budgets and resource allocation decisions,
emphasize team-building and experimentation, promote the free flow of knowledge and information,
and involve patients and their caregivers as co-producers of health [40]. Finally, Tsasis and his
colleagues draw from focus group data to argue that the lack of widespread success in integrating care
may be explained by “command-and-control” management approaches and rigid long-standing
structures that inhibit the capacity of those within the health care system to self-organize [42].
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Through its emphasis on interactions, CAS theory offers a unique and useful lens for considering
how diverse professionals collectively learn and thereby create new relationships and behaviours. This
phenomenon is referred to as “self-organization”, defined as the spontaneous emergence of new
structures and behaviours without external control or intervention [49–51]. Scholars agree that in
social systems self-organization occurs as a response to continuous feedback from changing patterns of
relationships among agents, and interactions between these agents and their environment [23,52].
Since everything is interconnected so that one agent’s actions changes the context for others, and
patterns of interaction are influenced by constantly evolving local needs, formal rules, procedures and
structures are unable to effectively address and manage change [53]. Through positive self-organization,
social structures emerge which better address the challenges at hand, such as the changing needs and
capacities of agents in the system or the changing demands and opportunities of the environment [54].
Attempts to force or prescribe change are often counter-productive in CAS due to the potential to
destabilize the system [24,55]. A CAS perspective thus contrasts sharply with traditional theories of
management, which promote orderly planning, forecasting, and control.
Several recommendations have been provided for how to facilitate self-organization in social
systems, including: facilitative and distributed leadership; open communication channels, continuous
flow of information, and clear feedback mechanisms supported by information technologies;
organizational structures that are not too rigid and supervised; frequent opportunities for interaction
and interprofessional dialogue; and ongoing experimentation and reflection [23,40,52–54,56,57].
These recommendations have a shared emphasis on learning, sensemaking (the process by which
people give meaning to experience), and knowledge co-creation [23,53,58], which suggests that these
are key themes inherent in the self-organization process. In fact, Comfort refers to self-organization as
the “learning capacity” of a social system [54,59].
CAS theory suggests that the capacity to self-organize for integrated care delivery is inherent in the
collective intelligence of agents within the system as agents interact and relate to each other. Excessive
control mechanisms are unnecessary and potentially counter-productive [60]. This is not to suggest
that there is no place for leadership, structures, and planned change; on the contrary, leaders play a key
role in creating an environment and work context that facilitates, rather than hinders, the capacity of
heterogeneous professional groups to self-organize in ways most meaningful to them [24,59,61–63].
Although the behaviours of CAS are unpredictable in their trajectory, they can be understood in
terms of their patterns of meaning and behaviour [23], by focusing on collective knowledge and
learning. Knowledge can be both a noun and a verb; it can be codified and transferred (explicit
knowledge), but it is also emergent and in a constant state of change, making it difficult to write down
or transmit (tacit knowledge) [64]. Cook and Brown call what is possessed or held in the head,
‘knowledge’, and what is part of action and interaction, ‘knowing’ [65]. Knowledge differs from
information in that it contains the interpretation and framing of the knower [52,66,67]. Knower and
known engage in a dialogue and as a result, both may experience change in understanding as a new
perspective may emerge from the specific context of the interaction [12]. New knowledge and new
ways of knowing emerge when knowledge is used as a tool for knowing through productive inquiry.
To be engaged in productive inquiry is to be actively pursuing a problem, puzzle, point of fascination,
object of wonder, or the like, and to seek an answer, solution or resolution [68]. Productive inquiry is
the first step towards the reciprocal exchange of knowledge, or “perspective taking”, through which
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health and social care professionals can confront, modify, and/or combine knowledge with the
possibility of creating innovative thinking and work practices [28,69,70].
We argue that examining and understanding how interprofessional groups in the health and social
care system learn with, from, and about each other (or fail to do so) can provide insights into the selforganization process, and thus help us better understand the relational enablers and barriers to
achieving integration. This perspective raises the question, “what are the individual and collective
learning behaviours that enable professionals to become open and active learners in the face of
cognitive and social barriers to knowledge exchange and synthesis?” In other words, what are the
behaviours of a successful learner and the characteristics of an effective learning environment in the
context of integrated care efforts?
In the literature on formal education, “Learning to Learn” (L2L) is an alternative pedagogy for
exploring knowledge exchange and knowledge creation [71,72]. A successful learner is viewed as one
that actively investigates the consequences of new information, detecting and exploiting a variety of
learning opportunities to resolve conflicts and to fill knowledge gaps [73,74]. By exploiting learning
opportunities (through inquiry and reflection as a function of their actions and interactions with
others), the learner is able to learn beyond the explicit content of the new information, thereby
expanding their capacity to learn [75]. This is akin to meta-cognition, defined as “the capacity to
monitor, evaluate…and change how one thinks and learns”; in other words, meta-cognition is the
ability to reflect on one’s own learning and intentionally apply the results of one’s reflection to further
learning [76].
Expanding one’s capacity to learn (i.e., L2L) involves a paradigm shift towards a relational and
transformational model of learning with attention to (a) traditional academic content, skills and
outcomes, (b) learning dispositions, values and attitudes, and (c) learner-, knowledge-, assessment- and
community-centered learning environments [77,78]. Ongoing social interactions produce patterns of
relating, such as role structures, hierarchies, and cultural norms and patterns of meaning, such as
concepts, language and knowledge [79]. As patterns of relating and meaning are continuously
re-enacted, they may spontaneously create new patterns (i.e., self-organization). Relational and
transformational learning represent a fundamental epistemological change in how we know and
understand the world, and typically occurs as a response to external forces or processes, such as an
unexpected challenge or event [80,81]. Learning, in this context, is not just informational, represented
by the addition of knowledge, but is deep and meaningful with the core learning outcomes leading to
transformed ways of knowing, working, and relating [82].
In addition to being used at the individual level, the concept of L2L has also been applied to
inter-organizational and interprofessional relations in the education sector; “Partnership Learning to
Learn” involves intentional, reflective, and collaborative learning among diverse professionals
spanning multiple work settings [83,84]. We propose that L2L may provide a way of re-weaving
socio-cognitive webs of knowledge, beliefs and habits of action in interprofessional relations, thereby
contributing to positive self-organization and enhanced integration of care.
Based on the challenges to integration and the potential contributions of CAS and L2L perspectives,
we make the following two propositions: (1) L2L facilitates collective learning and self-organization
towards integration, and (2) L2L must be a key professional competency for managers, clinicians, and
other staff working towards integrated care. Below we present a conceptual model of L2L as it applies
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to integrated care efforts, drawing from relevant literature in health care, education, and
organizational/system behaviour. This will be followed by a discussion of the implications of this work
and suggestions for future research.
3. Learning to Learn (L2L) for Improved Integrated Care Delivery
Professionals and organizations often come together with little preparation in terms of what is
required to deliver integrated care; leaders and professionals lack the tools or skills for collaborative
working [13]. Learning how to learn (L2L) can help interprofessional groups navigate uncertainty,
complexity, and exposure to diverse needs and values - all factors associate with delivering integrated
care. We define L2L as an ongoing process by which learners move towards relational and
transformational learning to achieve meta-cognition (the capacity to monitor, evaluate and change how
one thinks and learns). L2L is not a linear process; individuals may move back and forth between
various types and depths of learning throughout the integration process. Key learning behaviours and
conditions (heretofore referred to as processes) associated with L2L and which we argue help foster
self-organization as the learning capacity of a social system include ‘interaction’, ‘feedback’,
‘reflection’ and ‘self-directed learning’ (Figure 1). Straddling affective, cognitive and relational
dimensions, these processes are recognized as much a matter of character as a set of skills, demanding
a much richer vocabulary around learning that includes words like attitudes, dispositions, qualities,
values, emotional tolerances, norms and habits of mind [85]. Although separated for the purpose of
clarity, these processes are inter-related as suggested by the two-way arrows in Figure 1, which
connect the four processes. These L2L processes can result in frames of reference that are more conducive
to additional amendments and additions, and that are more inclusive and discriminating [86,87]. In
other words, L2L can make learners more capable of exchanging knowledge and assimilating new
information into existing knowledge, beliefs and habits of action. Through self-organizing processes,
learners may begin to change the structure and dynamics of how they interact, creating new sets of
linkages across professional and organizational boundaries, consequently enhancing integration [88].
Although L2L can manifest at the individual, group and organizational levels, we focus on the
individual and group levels in this paper.
The social, cultural and historical context within which learning occurs plays a vital role in the
learning process, in part, through the affordances and demands made on the learner [89–91]. The
dynamic tension between the agency of the learner and the affordances of the practice, as played out in
each activity, is where learning occurs. The intentional agency of the professional needs to be
sustained if she or he is to work on and with the system of relations they are building within their
practice [89]. Whether the context and practice is conducive to the exercise of that agency therefore
becomes of crucial concern; even young children are intentional and approach activities with the
purpose of having an impact of some kind. Therefore, in order to provoke and promote
interprofessional learning for integrated care, we need to attend to the demands that integrated care
practices and the broader context make on professionals who are also learners.
In the sub-sections below, we explain the four key L2L processes, depicted in Figure 1 and
described in Table 1, in further depth and discuss their relevance to integrated care efforts.
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Figure 1. Learning to Learn (L2L): A Conceptual Model of Learning Behaviours and
Conditions that Contribute to the Self-Organizing Capacity of Care Systems. There are
interconnections between all L2L behaviours and conditions (not all shown).

Table 1. Learning to Learn (L2L) Model for Care Systems: Terms and Definitions.
TERM
Learning to Learn (L2L)
Interaction [92]
Co-Existence &
Communication
Cooperation & Coordination
Collaboration & Co-ownership
Reflection [93]
Reflection-in-Action
Reflection-on-Action

DESCRIPTION
an ongoing nonlinear process by which learners achieve meta-cognition
(the capacity to monitor, evaluate and change how one thinks and learns)
minimal interaction and early efforts to get to know one another
working together towards shared goals within defined parameters
high degree of commitment and investment, shared responsibility, and a
willingness to work outside of traditional rules or norms for mutual benefit
rapid reaction, which often results in a temporary solution or way of
dealing with a situation or problem; usually personal and private
observation and analysis followed by action to improve the situation or
solve the problem; usually interpersonal and collegial
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TERM
Critical Reflection-on-Action
Self-Directed Learning [94]
Dependent & Interested
Interested & Involved

Involved & Independent

Feedback [48,95,96]
Transmissional
Transactional
Transformative

DESCRIPTION
Observation, research, evaluation and theory-testing on an ongoing basis;
usually interpersonal and collegial
requires external direction and support, responds to motivational
techniques
engages in learning independently, but facilitation is required to help
develop confidence, sense of direction, and ability to work with and learn
from others
sets goals and standards, continually self-assesses with or without external
help, seeks resources to support learning, and willing and able to take
responsibility for personal learning and productivity
transmitted by an authority (knowledge is disconnected and replicated in
practice)
acquired through application, experience, and interaction (connections are
made and relationships are appreciated)
used to actively create and co-create new frames of reference (connections
are understood as a whole and reconceptualised)

3.1. Interaction
Interaction refers to the relationships and communication between agents as they exchange
experiences and information; these interactions may be verbal, written or electronic, as well as
symbolic or nonverbal [52,54]. The basic premise underpinning the notion of interaction is that people
are social and make decisions on the basis of social meanings [97]. The interaction process is
essentially one of negotiation, with the response of each person at each point being strongly influenced
by the response of the other [98]. As such, it is believed that the way one thinks or acts is influenced
(mediated) by those around them; behaviour does not emerge, but rather is constructed jointly.
Individual characteristics that facilitate and support interaction include reciprocity, empathy, and
openness to feedback. Interactions and relationships with others provide a means for renewed thinking
through knowledge exchange, experimentation, and collaboration. This is consistent with the work of
Olson and Eoyang on teams, where meaningful interaction and discussion among team members with
significant differences in level of expertise, functional specialties, and alternative views is essential for
successful team integration and cohesiveness [24].
Multiple models of the degrees of teamwork and collaboration exist. We drew from Bailey and
Koney [92] and Gajda [99] to group together the most common concepts into three types of
relationships: (1) co-existence and communication, (2) cooperation and coordination, and (3)
collaboration and co-ownership (See definitions in Figure 1). Inter-organizational and interprofessional
relationships characterized by collaboration and co-ownership are more likely to contribute to L2L
because of the more frequent and deeper levels of interaction, which enable individuals to co-produce
values, roles and relationships by accepting, refuting, re-interpreting, and re-negotiating
responsibilities [12]. Through this continuous self-organizing learning process, relational identities are
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socially constructed [100,101] and knowledge is shared and co-created. According to Transactive
Memory Theory, developing shared understandings enables individuals with differences in specialized
knowledge to draw upon a larger body of collective knowledge, creating a collective mind that is
distributed across multiple individual mindsets [102–105]. For example, in a study of the development
of an integrated stroke service network, health professionals learned to look beyond the boundaries
of their own profession through frequent interaction in which knowledge was created, shared, and
utilized [10]. Interaction and dialogue over a two-year period enabled these professionals to “form a
mental picture of what goes on in other organizations”, learn how others work and think, and develop
collective jargon for managing patient referral [10]. In this case, frequent and focused interactions
fostered knowledge integration and the transformation of basic assumptions and dominant logic.
3.2. Feedback
Feedback refers to the internal flow of knowledge and information in a system, which can influence
patterns of interaction positively or negatively [23,52]. To be effective, feedback should be direct,
specific, rapid, constructive, and continuous, reporting on both poor as well as good performances at
the individual, group, organization and system levels [106]. Miller and Seller distinguish between three
types of learning: (1) transmissional (knowledge transfer), (2) transactional (knowledge sharing), and
(3) transformative (knowledge creation) [95,96]. These labels can also be used to describe the
mechanisms by which knowledge and information flow across professional and organizational
boundaries, and their impact on learning (See definitions in Figure 1). Understanding how feedback
from a different professional community or organizational setting fits within the context of one’s own
work requires transformation—not just transfer—between communities [107].
Feedback mechanisms that are transformative—encouraging co-creation of knowledge through, for
example, purposeful dialogue, role playing, story-telling, group coaching, and scenario planning—are
more likely to contribute to L2L by providing the knowledge and information needed to challenge the
status quo and create a desire for change [56]. Traditional methods of sharing knowledge and
information such as educational sessions, training workshops, and written communication, are passive
and dyadic, representing more transmissional and transactional feedback mechanisms [8,13]. The use
of multiple formats and media (i.e., written, oral and visual) as well as group-based approaches such as
those suggested above can help foster the kind of feedback loops necessary for effective learning and
self-organization [8].
Studies of integrated care efforts highlight the importance of data infrastructure and information
systems as well as reflexive monitoring for the purposes of information exchange, performance
evaluation, and performance reporting [8,15,108]. In the case study of an integrated stroke service
network, described above, information and data on patient flows through the care pathway was
routinely fed back to professionals (not exclusively managers) who discussed the results as a group to
inform collective decision-making and the implementation of small changes to improve care [10].
Because feedback often flows separately to different actors, active and continuous interaction is needed
to provide a “dynamically updated integrated picture” of the system and relative performance [56].
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3.3. Reflection
L2L is also facilitated by frequent reflection, defined as “a process of reviewing an experience of
practice in order to describe, analyze, evaluate and so inform learning about practice” [109]. Reflective
thinking and reflection can be viewed as experiential learning techniques [68]. Reflection often helps
to address practical problems by allowing for doubt before possible solutions are reached [110]. In
general, reflection involves purposeful critical analysis of knowledge and experience in pursuit of
deeper meaning and understanding.
Griffiths and Tann identify two levels of reflection: (1) reflection-in-action and (2) reflection-onaction (See definitions in Figure 1) [93]. Critical reflection-on-action is the most rigorous form of
reflection in that it involves observation, research, evaluation and theory-testing on an ongoing basis.
This is akin to Eoyang and Holladay’s notion of “adaptive action” which involves dealing with
uncertainty by systematically reflecting on the questions, “What? So What? Now What?” [111]. These
questions facilitate careful observation, consideration of options and implications, and responsible
action. There is evidence to suggest that shared reflection, involving small groups or teams, is more
effective in influencing understanding and behaviour because it offers information from multiple
perspectives; interaction and the use of feedback are fundamental to this process [112].
Schon introduced the concept of the “reflective practitioner” as one who uses reflection to revisit
experience both to learn from it and to help frame complex problems of professional practice [113].
Reflective capacity is regarded by many in the health care sector as a key aspect of professional
competence [114]. Although some people are naturally more reflective than others, reflection is a skill
that can be learned, practiced, and refined given appropriate guidance and support [114,115].
In the context of integration efforts, reflection can help professionals build integrated knowledge
bases that link new to existing knowledge. Deeper levels of reflection help to move individuals and
teams from “routinely doing” to looking critically at practice [116]. For example, evaluation of the
English Integrated Care Pilots suggest the following cognitive enablers of integration: understanding
how new practices and processes differ from those used previously; understanding how individuals’
specific tasks and responsibilities will change; agreeing on aims and objectives; and developing a
shared understanding of the benefits and importance of integration [108]. These are well-known
influencing factors in the literature on integration [2,32] and achieving them inherently involves some
level of both individual and collective reflection-on-action.
3.4. Self-Directed Learning
Self-directed learning is closely allied with the concept of metacognition, which is concerned with
knowing how you know things and the processes by which you think you know [117]. Integral to
metacognition are the concepts of self-regulation and individualization. Self-regulation implies
“autonomous learning, being able to prepare and supervise one's own knowledge acquisition, provide
one's own feedback and to keep oneself concentrated and motivated” [118]. Individualization, Freeman
explains, has to do with an individual being given and assuming greater responsibility for the content
and pace of their own progress [118]. Self-directed learners typically have a preference
for challenging work, high persistence in the face of difficulty, and a focus on learning as a goal in
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itself [119–121]. Self-directed learners are also more likely to use effective learning strategies to
monitor their own learning, check that they understand the meaning of their work, and relate learning
in formal education to their own experience [122].
Grow’s model of self-directed learning outlines four types of learning dispositions: (1) dependent,
(2) interested, (3) involved, and (4) self-directed or independent (See definitions in Figure 1) [94].
While dependent learners need explicit directions from an authority figure on what to do, how to do it,
and when, self-directed or independent learners set their own goals and standards, with or without
external help, and exercise skills in time management, self-evaluation, and peer critique.
Reflective capacity plays an integral role in self-directed learning; the ability to self-evaluate
depends on the ability to reflect effectively on one’s own practice, while the ability to reflect
effectively requires accurate self-evaluation [114,123]. A quality management model for integrated
care developed by Minkman and her colleagues consists of nine key themes, one of which is
“result-focused learning” [20]. This theme emphasizes the collaborative exchange of knowledge,
information, and feedback as a means for enabling continuous assessment and improvement of
practice. Result-focused learning is enhanced by the presence of individuals and teams capable of and
motivated to engage in reflection and self-directed learning. While individual characteristics, such as
being proactive, observant, flexible, and curious, facilitate self-directed learning, external
encouragement and support and peer assessment may be required since professionals may be unaware
of potential gaps in their knowledge and therefore may not perceive a need for further learning [124].
Although self-directed learning focuses primarily on the individual learner, it is a process that may also
manifest at the group and organizational levels and is most effective when supported and enacted at the
point of practice, which is where learning occurs [125]. As alluded to above, self-directed learning,
reflection, feedback and interaction are not stable skills or conditions; they are situationally-bounded
cognitive and social processes that are context specific [126]. Organizational context, including
structures, leadership and culture, strongly influences the development and enactment of these L2L
behaviours and thus can be designed to facilitate their emergence [127–130].
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we propose that integration be reframed as a learning process, and professionals and
their organizations reconceptualized as learners operating within complex adaptive care systems. We
make three inter-related arguments. First, we propose that examining and understanding how
interprofessional groups in integrated care settings learn with, from, and about each other (or fail to do
so) can provide insights into the enablers and barriers to achieving integration. Second, we draw from
CAS theory to highlight the dynamic complexity of care delivery and to introduce self-organization as
the mechanism by which integrated care is achieved and delivered. Finally, we suggest that the
capacity to learn how to learn may be a key factor shaping the extent to which diverse professional
groups and organizations effectively exchange knowledge and self-organize. Figure 1 provides a
starting point for considering learner behaviours and learning conditions as they relate to the
development and self-organization of integration initiatives.
The key question is: how can health and social care organizations become settings in which the
various constituent elements of learning capacity are acknowledged, discussed, understood and
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systematically strengthened? There are two avenues for change. The first is upstream within
educational institutions providing early and continuing professional education. Changes may be
implemented to the way health care professionals educate, practice, and socialize into their profession.
The idea of “situated agency” re-enforces the need to explore the ways in which individuals and
groups are prepared for different professional settings: what constitutes knowledge and skills, and how
professional identities are assumed, absorbed as well as contested by other professionals and/or service
users. However, education reform is challenged by the institutional structures of universities and
medical schools which historically resist change and emphasize research and research entrepreneurship
over teaching and education [35].
The second avenue for change, and the one which we focus on, is downstream at the point of
practice within health services organizations. The learning environment within and across
organizations must be designed and cannot rely on spontaneous interactions and the flow of everyday
work. Opportunities for abstraction, pattern-seeking, and looking beyond the experience of everyday
practice are needed [131,132]. Integration initiatives are often implemented in the context of rules,
regulations and hierarchical ways of working, thereby reinforcing the constraints of professional
disciplines, cultures and practices [36,133]. The literature on learning theory describes an effective
learning environment as one that is learner-centered, knowledge-centered, assessment-centered, and
community-centered [78]. Learner-centred refers to environments that pay careful attention to the
knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs of learners, and the demands that the task (in this case
integration) makes on learners. Knowledge-centred environments focus on the learners’ understanding
of the structure and content of the subject, how the subject works and what its big ideas are, and how
to apply their skills in that context. Assessment-centred environments provide frequent and detailed
formative feedback to learners. Finally, community-centred environments recognize that classrooms or
work settings are embedded in a larger community; external social, economic, and political factors are
explicitly considered in the design and implementation of learning strategies.
In health care, there is an over-emphasis on knowledge and skill (the formal role as opposed to the
person or learner) and a tendency to use performance measurement for punitive purposes. Most health
care teams, organizations and networks, therefore, have failed to create effective learning
environments. A focus on professionals as learners, the use of feedback for the purpose of learning,
and the incorporation of community voices (such as patients and caregivers) may help create more
balanced learning environments in which the habits of interaction, feedback, reflection, self-directed
learning, and systems thinking are cultivated.
From a CAS perspective, learning environments arising from reflexive interactions lead to
adaptation among a group of actors [134] and organizations [135] as actors reflect on their experiences,
and recognize new patterns of relationships that facilitate sense-making of their actions [136].
Learning from sharing feedback reinforces the emergence of these patterns, locking them into
micro-social systems which are socially constructed [137], and nested within the larger system.
Through the L2L behaviours and conditions (Figure 1), individuals are capable of learning, gaining
new shared understanding, and at times, breaking from their own mental logics in forming a more
coherent response. Self-organizing patterns surface when there is enough structure to give the group
identity and coherence thus leading to the emergence of new patterns of behaviours to an evolving
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social context [110]. This is characteristic in CAS of adaptation and co-evolution within and between
micro-social systems [135,138].
CAS theory and the literature on formal education suggest several strategies for strengthening L2L
at the level of work-based practice, including modifications to language, explicitly designing activities
and work practices to encourage learning through interaction and reflection, the use of teamwork and
experimentation, creation of an open ‘space’ for sharing feedback, and the modeling of desired
learning dispositions by leaders and managers [23,40,52–54,57,63,73,139,140]. Through such
interventions, problem-solving communication is encouraged and shared goals, shared knowledge and
mutual respect may be fostered to produce relational coordination among professionals [141,142].
Like CAS theory, the concept of relational coordination emphasizes the importance of understanding
relational patterns and using that information to help design interventions that foster and encourage the
development of new patterns of interactions and behaviours. A validated tool is available for
measuring and analyzing the communication and relationship networks through which work is
coordinated among professionals. The high-level snapshot of relational coordination provided by this
tool may be complemented by exploration of the specific types of shared knowledge and shared beliefs
required for the successful delivery of integrated care, as outlined by Evans and Baker [9]. L2L may
have a reinforcing relationship with relational coordination, such that strengthening relational
coordination contributes to L2L capacity, and vice versa. Reflection and self-directed learning
processes are not explicitly incorporated into the concept of relational coordination, though they play
an integral role in achieving shared goals, shared knowledge and mutual respect. Further work is
needed to explore the relationships among L2L, relational coordination, and the integration of health
and social care.
Traditional organizational hierarchies designed to achieve top-down control may be problematic in
the implementation of our proposed framework. According to CAS theory, patterns of order emerge
from an interactive dynamic as individuals and teams struggle with interdependency and create
bottom-up pressures within organized organizational frameworks. This bottom-up pressure exerted by
the self-organizing phenomenon of CAS may create tension between the formal organization and the
emergent patterns of new order, threatening those in power in their attempt to maintain control [143].
This dynamic is particularly relevant to organizational efforts to enhance L2L behaviours.
Collaboration among diverse actors, transformative feedback, critical reflection, and self-directed
learning are designed to highlight alternative ways of knowing and practicing; these behaviours may
also highlight existing power relations, potentially mobilizing those in power against L2L processes
and related practice innovation [144]. L2L may thus be pursued in the service of collective learning
and improvement, and in the service of compliance and control. Additional research is needed to
explore the themes of power, politics and ethics in organizational and professional learning [143] as
well as in inter-organizational and inter-professional learning [144] where conflicts and power
imbalances may be more pronounced.
Traditional epistemology and methodology which advocates the objective separation between the
research and the researched is not conducive to the spontaneous and improvisational nature of
collective human action and thus to complex responsive processes of relating [145]. To provide a
framework that explains the processes of complex social interaction requires adopting methodological
approaches which support a relationality orientation to research, capturing the interrelated and
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interdependent patterns of relationships embedded in the specific context of interactions [146].
Relationality refers to a research orientation that engages participants in the process of analysis
through reflexivity of self, circumstances, and others, and requires dialogue and reflective conversation
for the researcher to understand both subjective and objective views simultaneously in their embedded
context [147,148]. Adopting methods that are designed to capture relational aspects involves
recognition of the significance of reflexivity and engagement with the subject of research by exploring
the participants’ narrative accounts in terms of relationships embedded in their social and historical context.
An elaborate tool to use is Evocative Inquiry which seeks viewpoints and stories through journal
entries, anecdotes, case studies, video diaries and open ended surveys; the aim is to capture rich
descriptions of what is happening or has happened, and to facilitate systems thinking [149]. The
Kellogg Foundation also offers three evaluation designs, namely exploration, self-organizing and
intuitive renewal, as methods for supporting a relational orientation to evaluation [150]. Exploration
design is used for disorderly, un-predictable, un-patterned and not well understood phenomena and
uses open-ended interviews, focus groups, on-sight observations, and investigative journalism
techniques with snowball sampling to facilitate capturing inter-relationships. Self-organizing design
is based on the principle of self-organization in complex systems, whereby, the development of
relating patterns emerge without being externally imposed and not anticipated by the members of the
system [151]. Here changing patterns are identified by focusing on diversity of relationships, values,
roles and contextual conditions through dynamic models that examine variation over time [152].
Contradictions and deviance from the norm are identified further and investigated through focus
groups, interviews, blogs, story-telling and reflective interviews. Finally, initial renewal design focuses
on shifts in perspective, philosophy or institutional logic through reflection as a collective process,
including significant milestone reviews, action reflection cycles, retrospective developmental
evaluation and self-organizing models focusing on how order is created in the system [146,152]. In
addition to these methods, Poole and his colleagues offer a process approach which aims to recognize
and consider discrete events (i.e., a change or developmental process in an organization), event
sequences, interdependencies among events, and patterns that integrate narrative explanations of
events; suggested research methods include event coding, stochastic modeling, phasic analysis, time
series analysis and nonlinear modeling [153]. Additional analytic techniques for examining nonlinear
dynamics in systems include recurrence analysis, spatial fractal analysis and symbolic dynamics,
among others [154].
Using the aforementioned methods, future research should explore how interdisciplinary
professionals learn with, from, and about each other (or fail to do so) in the delivery of integrated care.
We need to understand: (a) how health care professionals define each other’s roles across health care
settings, based on expectations, patterns of interactions, knowledge and values: (b) how institutional
context fosters interaction (or not) between individuals working together on inter-dependant tasks,
(c) how health care professionals influence each other’s interactions in co-creating their futures of how
they work and function together, and (d) the influence of interaction, feedback, reflection and
self-directed learning on collective learning and collaboration. Incorporating into these research foci
the views and experiences of patients and their caregivers will also provide valuable insights into
learning and collaboration at the point of care.
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Future studies can validate the framework we have proposed which has the potential to facilitate
integration planning and design efforts or to stimulate discussion regarding how to incorporate
opportunities for building the L2L competency into existing ways of teaching, learning and working.
Managers and leaders may also use the framework to consider, in dialogue with others, which forms of
interaction, feedback, reflection, and self-directed learning best describe their team, program,
organization, or network. This process of self-diagnosis may, in turn, be used to help incorporate new
structures, processes, or interventions to enhance these learning capacities.
In conclusion, our view departs from conventional wisdom, and draws on CAS theory to argue that
integrating care services is not about design principles and policies, but rather about the social and
relational aspects of knowledge exchange and learning within social networks. Central to this
perspective is the understanding that organizational settings and organization members influence each
other, and are influenced in turn through interrelations and not simply through design principles and
rules that act upon individuals or groups. In this paper, we have shifted attention to the cognitive and
social dynamics of learning and suggest that the capacity to learn rather than the capacity to predict can
facilitate the emergence of innovative delivery models for integrated care.
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